SAMMELBUCH VI 9049 -A SWORN DECLARATION TO BE
A GUARDIAN OF A MINOR -RECONSIDERED by P.J. SIJPESTEIJN (Amsterdam)
SB VI 9049, a sworn declaration to be guardian of a minor', was dated by the original editor to the sole reign of Caracalla (212 -217 A.D.) because he deciphered the oath-formula in lines 6-8 as follows:
His supplement [T6XPlv at the beginning of line 8 makes it, however, unavoidable to assume that it was a part of Caracalla's titulature which he could not read. But such a title is not to be found among those listed by Bureth for Caracalla2. On a photograph kindly provided by G. Poethke (East Berlin) I read lines 6-8 of SB VI 9049 as follows:
The first emperor who had both E6ac,84(; and EuTVxrjS in his titulature is Commodus, but for this emperor the order in which these two epitheta appear is normally E6TUX?g E6orgfl4g; only one exception is listed by Bureth (op. cit., 91, title no. 3): AuroKparcop Karaap MapxoS Auprj.I?oS Kd, uPoaoS 'AvTCcwr`voS IepaaToç E6ag, 8?g EuTVx?jS AP?e?vraxoS Mr?arrcoS ]7apOlKti(; ?ap, uatrrcoS Fep, uaVIKLig BpETaVVIKbgUeylaTO(; . This is also true in the case when these epitheta are used in the titulature of Caracalla3. In the titulature of Elagabalus and Alexander Severus, however, the order is E6ag,80g EutvxrjS. Depending on the size of the lacuna at the left-hand side we either have to supplement at the beginning of line 7 '<4vT<uv/vou or Egov4pov 'A?E?cEvBpov. Hence the lacuna will be either ca. 11 or ca. 20 letters. Nowhere is there a certain indication as to the size of the missing portion to the left, but a space of ca. 11 letters does not leave much possibility for a reasonable reconstruction of the text. The nature of what must be restored at the beginning of line 3 is instructive. Zucker's supplement 2) [7rapd Avpr??.fou ca. 12 ]ov `S2piccwos: the nomen is written in full in lines 3 and 4. It is, therefore, probable that we have to supplement Atipr??.iou in full at the beginning of this line also. This in its turn almost precludes it to supplement in the lacuna also a name + the name of the father r]06 ]ou will be the ending of the name of the person appointed guardian, the son of Horion.
